Health Promotion Theory


Reviewed by Ross James

This is one of a series of 20 books designed for self-directed learning in public health. Twelve authors contribute 15 chapters assigned to four sections: philosophy and theory of health promotion; epidemiology, politics and ethics; public policy; and implementing health promotion.

A page-one promise attracted my attention as I began reading this book in the departure terminal at the Islamabad international airport in Pakistan. Traumatised earthquake victims were fresh in my mind as I read: “Is (sic) important to recognize that most of the ideas and concepts, while originating in high income countries, are equally relevant when considering health promotion initiatives in low and middle income countries.”

But it misses the mark. Examples are drawn only from western Europe, Canada, New Zealand and Australia, where high investment in health care and government responses to regulate costs are a feature of high-income countries. Missing is a discussion on the role of health promotion in the WHO Millenium Development Goals (MDG) agenda, which increasingly drive policy and bilateral programs in low and middle-income countries and, with program-specific targets, appear to be at odds with health promotion, which is equity-driven.

Another glaring omission is any engagement with the Bangkok 6th Global Conference on Health Promotion, held in 2005. The omission is more notable given the following passing — yet powerful — sentences devoted to the Bangkok Charter: “More recently WHO, through the Bangkok Charter (2005) has reviewed the strategies for health promotion in a globalised world as the context for health promotion has changed markedly since the Ottawa Charter. In particular, increasing health inequalities, environmental degradation, new patterns of consumption and communication, and increasing urbanization” (p.20,21). If there has been such a marked change since Ottawa, it is all the more remarkable that the Ottawa Charter and health promotion advances in the 1980s are cited to support arguments throughout the text. It’s a missed opportunity to maximise the relevance of this book by framing contemporary health promotion practice with the Bangkok Charter.

Chapters 3 and 4, changing behaviour in individuals and communities, were excellent, but the relevance of the book was compromised by a lack of material on the increasingly dominant issue of behaviour change communication, an activity that preoccupies the efforts of health promoters working at the coalface.

It has a reasonably easy style. Key terms are explained at the beginning of each chapter. Self-directed activities with a feedback section, frequently spaced throughout the work, are useful to consolidate learning. Yet, even then, it was somewhat uneven. One example: although the book is titled Health Promotion Theory, some confusion emerges when we are told (p.38) that the theory guiding practice in health promotion is not yet well developed. Another: several chapters, such as chapter 6 (political and ethical considerations) are philosophically dense and out of balance with much of the book, which was comparatively lighter in flow and terminology.

Two big errors (and irritating spelling and punctuation mistakes) escaped the editors. On page 85 a half-page figure (Fig. 7.2), critical for illustrating substantial differences within a population group, was completely absent from my review copy and from a second copy, selected at random and sent by the Australian distributor at my request to determine if the figure was missing in the entire print run. An extended paragraph on page 87 is incomprehensible, largely because the key sentence lacks an object and is therefore incomplete.

In my opinion, health promoters would be better advised to invest the $52.95 RRP in more relevant and practical contributions to health promotion, such as Egger, Sparks and Donovan’s Health Promotion Strategies and Methods, or Haider’s Global Public Health Communication (both reviewed in the Journal’s last issue). And we ought not overlook the exceptional Theory in a nutshell: A practical guide to health promotion theories co-authored by Don Nutbeam (who, incidentally wrote the best chapters in the book under review) and Liz Harris.
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Health Promotion and Education Research Methods
– Using the Five-Chapter Thesis/Dissertation Model


Reviewed by Eric van Beurden

If you teach research methods or are planning to do a post-graduate degree in public health then you will find this book very useful. Cottrell and McKenzie (and Brown) have designed this text specifically for health promoters and graduate students in the field. They take a novel approach by integrating the learning of research methods with the writing of a thesis. They do this in a refreshing and user-friendly way that replaces the often-daunting process of ‘learning-via-osmosis’, and use clearly written sections on the vital components. The style and language is non-threatening and gives the book a mentoring quality. The content is relevant, accurate and mostly up-to-date and is presented in brief, well-titled sections that link with the book’s contents and index.

The book helps students through the formative stages of choosing a research topic and gives an overview of key health education theories using an excellent summary table of common constructs with snapshot examples. It explains research questions, purpose statements, hypotheses, limitations, delimitations, assumptions and operational definitions within the context of writing the introductory chapter of a thesis. It also unpacks the main ethical issues in health promotion research.

Moving on to methodology, it focuses on research design, how to select research participants, and then explains key aspects of both quantitative and qualitative research methods necessary to fully understand the research process and to write a ‘Methods’ chapter.

The book then explains how to discuss findings, compare them to the literature, make appropriate recommendations related to professional practice, improve research, and recommend future study needed on the chosen topic. It also presents information on how to share the findings from a thesis or dissertation with other health and health education professionals.

Each chapter has clear learning objectives and an upfront list of key terms. Topics are mostly well covered with good examples, all from the field of health promotion. Text boxes are used strategically to highlight case studies, to exemplify protocols or to summarise important issues or processes. The tables and graphs are simple and clear.

At the end of each chapter there is a set of review questions that assist the reader to reflect on their own learning, but they could also be used for course assessments or as a basis for tutorial topics. The references are up-to-date and provide good links to other books for further in-depth study.

The only apparent shortcomings are minor and certainly do not negate my high recommendation. First, the approach to form and content of a dissertation is rather narrow and prescriptive at times (e.g. “Chapter IV should begin as previous chapters with a brief introduction that restates the purpose of the study exactly as it was written in Chapter I”). This approach may compromise the otherwise general appeal of the text. In other cases the narrowly prescribed process may not match the requirements of every Australian university (e.g. a proposal hearing or presentation is not always necessary). The authors do briefly acknowledge potential variation in requirements, but then proceed with one formula that probably represents the most common in their own context.

While the chapter on qualitative research describes most approaches used in health promotion, it does not cover participative action research methodologies. Furthermore, qualitative data is hardly mentioned in the chapter covering ‘analysis’, other than to say it was covered in the chapter on ‘qualitative research’ (which describes approaches rather than analysis). In fact, integration of qualitative approaches into other chapters is minimal. The analysis section is rather basic and does little or nothing to address the issues of univariate and multivariate analysis, adjustment for confounding, and dealing with clustering or bias.

Finally, although the references are relevant and useful such a book could benefit by inclusion of references to some of the many Internet links to excellent sources of more in-depth information.

These few shortcomings aside, Health Promotion and Education Research Methods – Using the Five-Chapter Thesis/Dissertation Model certainly deserves a place in all health promotion research libraries and I recommend it highly to all who teach research methods in public health or are planning to do a postgraduate degree in the field.
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